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Leadership - Who were the Pharaohs?  

Curriculum mapping 

History KS2 

• the achievements of the earliest civilizations – an overview of where and when the first civilizations appeared 
and a depth study of one of the following: Ancient Sumer, The Indus Valley, Ancient Egypt, The Shang Dynasty 
of Ancient China 

English lower KS2 – writing composition 

• discussing writing similar to that which they are planning to write in order to understand and learn from its 
structure, vocabulary and grammar  

• discussing and recording ideas 
• composing and rehearsing sentences orally (including dialogue), progressively building a varied and rich 

vocabulary and an increasing range of sentence structures 
• organising paragraphs around a theme 
• in narratives, creating settings, characters and plot  
•  in non-narrative material, using simple organisational devices [for example, headings and sub-headings] 

English Upper KS2 – writing composition 

• identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form and using other similar 
writing as models for their own  

• noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary 
• selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices can change and enhance 

meaning 
• using further organisational and presentational devices to structure text and to guide the reader [for example, 

headings, bullet points, underlining] 

Computing KS2  

• use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are selected and ranked, and be discerning in evaluating 
digital content 

• select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a range of digital devices to design and 
create a range of programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals, including collecting, analysing, 
evaluating and presenting data and information 
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Introduction activity 

Name some of these famous Egyptians and without saying they are Pharaohs, ask the class who these people were.  

Egyptian Pharaoh’s 
Tutankhamun (M) 

Ramses (II and III) (M) 
Hatshepsut (F) 
Akhenaten (M) 
Cleopatra (F) 

Khufu (M) 
Thutmose III (M) 

 

Explain that they are indeed pharaohs and that a pharaoh is a king or ruler. The word is Greek and comes from the 
Egyptian word for ‘great house’. When it was first used, it referred to the great palace of the king, not the king himself.  
 
Discuss this image below and explain that this is one of the greatest and best-known pharaohs – Rameses II. (Larger 
image at end of lesson plan). 
 
He is shown here with the queen Nefertari, his principal wife 
 
He is a large statue and she is very small.   
 

• Ask the pupils why they think Rameses II is huge and imposing where 
Nefertari is depicted very small. It is to do with power and Rameses II 
always wished to be portrayed as the most important and powerful 
pharaoh. 

 
Use page 15 of the LGfL the active workshops resource to find out more about 
Rameses II. 

As a class, construct a list of the important facts about Rameses II from the text 
on page 15 

• He ruled during the nineteenth dynasty (1292 - 1186 BC)  
• He lived into his nineties 
• He had at least 85 children 
• He had seven principle wives. 
• He lived so long that twelve of his crown princes died before him 
• It was his thirteenth son, Merenptah who eventually succeeded him as 

pharaoh.  
• He had more statues and monuments made of himself than any other 

ruler. 
• There is a famous statue in the British Museum but is only the upper half.  
• This statue was carved from a single piece of granite 
• There are still fragments of paint visible that would have made it an even more of an impressive sight! 
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Main part of the lesson 

Explain that we only really know about a few of the more famous pharaohs – Rameses II, Tutankhamun, Nefertiti etc. 
but there were at least 170 pharaohs, covering 31 Dynasties.  
 
The first known to Egyptologists is Narmer (also known as Menes). The last ruler of Egypt was Ptolemy XV, the 3-year-
old son of Cleopatra who he reigned with, until the Romans took over in 30 BC. It is thought he was the son of Julius 
Ceasar, although this was disputed at the time and has never been proven. It is possible also that he was murdered, by 
the Romans at just 17 years old, although again, there is no real proof 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Ptolemy         Rameses II 

Explain that in this lesson you would like the class to work in pairs, find out about another of the pharaohs, not 
Rameses II but a different one, and note down as bullet points interesting facts about them. Use pre-researched and 
valid web sites and other reference materials such as the LGfL active worksheet resource and classroom non-fiction 
books about Egypt for research purposes. 

• Pupils can decide how they present their research using any format either a simple presentation resource such 
as Word, J2e5 or the tools within j2Office if they want to use the computer or simply on paper. 

• During the session, if able, use the AR resource on page 15 to explore Rameses II, as this will provide an 
interactive 3D image of a statue of this pharaoh. 

• After recording their pharaoh facts pupils could create a model of a pyramid using the template on page 23 of 
the LGfL Active Worksheets resource to add some of the key facts about their pharaoh on each face of the 
pyramid as a method of presentation. 

Plenary 

• Share pupils research on their pharaoh. 
• Explain that Rameses II was also known as Ozymandias from a transliteration into Greek of a part of 

Ramesses' throne name. 
• If able, use the AR resource from LGfL as you will be able to listen to the famous poem Ozymandias by Percy 

Shelley.  
• Or read the poem to the class and discuss the meaning of the poem. 
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I met a traveller from an antique land 
Who said: `Two vast and trunkless legs of stone 

Stand in the desert. Near them, on the sand, 
Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown, 
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command, 
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read 

Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things, 
The hand that mocked them and the heart that fed. 

And on the pedestal these words appear -- 
"My name is Ozymandias, king of kings: 

Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!" 
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay 

Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare 
The lone and level sands stretch far away.' 

Percy Bysshe Shelley 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.poemhunter.com/percy-bysshe-shelley/poems/
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